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ABSTRACT 

Jordan is a lower middle income country with about 5.6 million inhabitants. The inflation phenomenon in the 

Jordanian economy is enforced by three main reasons; the monetary and fiscal policies, the high openness rate 

toward the regional and international economics and the weak of structural productive base for the Jordanian 

economy. The last two reasons make the inflation is a sensitive and serious problem and hard to control or put high 

burden on the government. This paper aims to explain the impact of inflation on stock prices at the Amman stock 

exchange by takes a random sample from the companies that listed in the market. So we will use some statistic 

programmers to analysis the data that The result of the study varies. Not all companies offers a perfect hedge against 

inflation. The companies such as (JOIN,JOEP,NPSC, ZAR, ACDT, ELZA, and DADI ) are negatively correlated 

against inflation. Whereas the other selected companies such as (ARBK,CABK, and JOPH ) shows a slightly 

positive correlation between stock price changes and inflation.will use it in this study. And we obtained the data 

from the CBJ and Department of Statistics in Jordan. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Jordan is a lower middle income country with about 5.6 million inhabitants. The inflation phenomenon in the 

Jordanian economy is enforced by three main reasons; the monetary and fiscal policies, the high openness rate 

toward the regional and international economics and the weak of structural productive base for the Jordanian 

economy. The last two reasons make the inflation is a sensitive and serious problem and hard to control or put high 

burden on the government. This paper aims to explain the impact of inflation on stock prices at the Amman stock 

exchange by takes a random sample from the companies that listed in the market. 

So we will use some statistic programmers to analysis the data that will use it in this study. And we obtained the data 

from the CBJ and Department of Statistics in Jordan. 

This paper is organized as follow : in  section (1) talk about the inflation concept, then talked about inflation in 

Jordan , then talk about the role of exchange market and talk about Amman exchange market . And in  section (2) 

explained the inflation relation with stock price for some companies listed in (ASE) by use the (E-views 4) statistics 

program . and the results are available in the section three.  

 

The Study Objectives: 

This study aims at: 

1- know the concept of inflation, and to take a look about the inflation in  

    Jordan. and investigating the inflation process in Jordan.                                                                                                                                  

2- Identify the relationship between inflation and stock prices. 

 

 Questions of the Study: 

1- Are the stocks  hedge against inflation ? 

2- What is the relationship between the stock prices and inflation?, and is the relation constant between all 

companies? 

 

The Methodology of the Study: 

This paper begins with brief summary and previous studies that have been written in this field of The impact of 

inflation on stock prices. Then analyze and test these data by using spread sheet (Excel) and the researcher use some 

statistic programs such as(E-Views 4). 

 

The researcher used two methods in this paper to collect the data and information: 

1- primary data: obtained from several positions, such as Department of Statistics- Jordan and central Bank of 

Jordan  .  
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2-Secondary data: from previous studies, references, and International journals. 

 

Previous Studies: 

Chao Wei , (2006),( inflation and stock Prices, no illusion), used VAR results to advocate  in inflation illusion as 

the explanation for the positive association between in inflation and the dividend yield. Contrary to their results, we 

find that a fully rational dynamic general equilibrium model can generate a positive correlation between the 

dividend yield and inflation of comparable size to its data counterpart. The model results support a proxy hypothesis, 

according to which, a third factor, which in our model represents technology shocks, moves both inflation and the 

dividend yield in the same direction, resulting in a positive correlation between the two. The VAR structure of our 

model solutions makes it possible to decompose the dividend yield into the long-run expected dividend growth rate 

and the discount rate components, so that their relative importance can be studied. 

 

Al-Rjoub,( The Adjustments of Stock Prices to Information about Inflation: Evidence Form MENA 

Countries ), This paper extend the empirical evidence by analyzing the reaction of monthly stock returns to the 

unexpected portion of CPI inflation rate and by capturing the asymmetric shocks to volatility of unexpected inflation 

in five MENA countries. Both Threshold GARCH and Exponential GARCH are used to catch the news affect that 

unexpected inflation may have on stock returns. Results document a negative and strongly significant relationship 

between unexpected inflation and stock returns in MENA countries. Results also indicate that the stock markets of 

the listed MENA countries does not feel the high up’s and down’s movements in the markets and as such the 

volatilities. The asymmetric news effect is absent.  

 

Ioannides, Katrakilidis, and Lake, (the relationship between stock market returns and inflation), this study 

examined whether this holds for Greece, over the period 1985 - 2000. Taking a step further, we re-examine the 

above relationship taking into account the existence of possible structural breaks over the considered time horizon. 

The empirical methodology uses ARDL cointegration technique in conjunction with Granger causality tests to detect 

possible long-run and short-run effects between the involved variables as well as the direction of these effects. The 

results provide evidence in favour of a negative long-run causal relationship between the considered series after 

1992. 

 

Boucher, (2004),( Stock Prices, Inflation and Stock Returns Predictability), This paper considers a new 

perspective on the relationship between stock prices and inflation, by estimating the common long-term trend in real 

stock prices, as reflected in the earning-price ratio, and both expected and realized inflation. He study the role of the 

transitory deviations from the common trend in the earning-price ratio and realized inflation for predicting stock 

market fluctuations. In particular, he find that these deviations exhibit substantial in sample and out-of-sample 

forecasting abilities for both real stock returns and excess returns. Moreover, he find that this variable provides 

information about future stock returns at short and intermediate horizons that is not captured 

by other popular forecasting variables. 

 

Concept of Inflation: 

Inflation is defined as a rise in the average level of price for all goods and services . and we can be defined it as a 

permanent increase in the aggregate price level which implies a diminishing of the purchasing power1 and increase 

the cost of living. It is important to note from this definition that the movement in the price level needs to be 

permanent to believe it as inflation. Inflation considered one of the economic phenomena that still polarized 

attention of both development and developing countries. Also, it is considered a complex economic subject because 

it represents a tangible phenomenon and not only a macroeconomic variable such as gross domestic product and 

investment. In addition, there are many different reasons that may cause inflation. Therefore, the economic school of 

thoughts and many economists tried to study this observable variable in order to analyze, explain and understand its 

relation with the other macroeconomic variables. The importance of inflation, as a macroeconomic variable, in the 

literature comes from its ability to reflect the economic stability of a nation, or the ability of the government to 

control the economy through its monetary and fiscal policies. Moreover, inflation may give an idea about the trade 

policy of a nation such as the degree of openness. 

 

Inflation in Jordan 

Jordan is a lower middle income country with about 5.6 million inhabitants and annual per capital income at current 

prices of JD 1248. The inflation phenomenon in the Jordanian economy is enforced by three main reasons; the 

monetary and fiscal policies, the high openness rate toward the regional and international economics and the weak 

of structural productive base for the Jordanian economy. The last two reasons make the inflation is a sensitive and 
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serious problem and hard to control or put high burden on the government. Looking historically to the inflation rate 

measured by the percentage change in the annual consumer price index (CPI) in Jordan during the period (1998-

2007) shows clearly that this rate fluctuates. The average inflation rate during this period is around (2.484%) and 

this rate considered high if we take into consideration that the average annual inflation rate in Jordan is not indexed 

to the annual increase of the wages and salaries. Table 1 gives an idea about the fluctuation of the inflation rate 

during sub periods. And we can show the inflation movements in the graph (1) 

 

Table (1) : Inflation rate in Jordan from (1998-2007) 

Years Inflation Rate 

1998-2001 3.963 

2001-2003 1.45 

2004-2007 1.742 

 

Graph (1) : Inflation movements in Jordan 
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The Role of  a Stock Exchange: 

The primary role of a stock exchange to provide a market where financial instruments, including shares, can be 

traded in a regulated environment, without restraint. A stock market is a vital part of any economic system in which 

ownership can be bought or sold. A stock exchange and it's presence in an economic system can be justified by the 

some functions as : channel savings into investments, to convert investment into cash, and to evaluate and manage 

securities. 

 

Inflation and Stock Prices: 

The relationship between stock prices, rates of return and inflation is perhaps best illustrated in the context of the 

dividend-discount model (DDM). Investors will set the price of a stock at time t, St, to a point where the expected 

return on the stock is equal to the required rate of return. 

Consider first a world with no inflation and a company is expected to genera a real cash flow of C per period in 

perpetuity. Assume that the firm pays out all free cash flow as a dividend. 

Where is : the current price of a stock (St) is calculated by dividing the dividend (D) by the required rate of return 

(ks). The formula expressed mathematically is as follows: 

St
=D/ ks

                              (1)  

 

Suppose now that expected inflation increases. This brings about two fundamental changes. First, the cash flows of 

the company may change as general Inflation acts on both revenues and expenses. Second, the discount rate will 

change to a nominal rate (knom) defined by: 

kn o m=(1+k r ) (1+I)                  (2)  

where: k is the real required rate of return given that expected inflation (I) is at some positive value. 
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The Fisher Effect expresses the nominal rate of interest (r) as the sum of the real rate of interest plus  the inflation 

rate. as follows: 

1+r=(1+R)(1+I)     

                      r  =R+I                 (3 )  

Where: r    is the nominal rate of interest. 

             R   is the real rate of interest. 

             I    is the real rate of inflation. 

 

To test if there is a relationship between stock prices and inflation we used time series data from the CPI as a 

measure of inflation and the stock prices of selected companies as a measure of stock validation. The time series was 

between 1998 and 2007. We used a regression analysis to determine if there is indeed a negative correlation between 

inflation and stock prices. If there were a negative correlation then the fundamental teaching hold true and the 

relationship would be negative. Table 2 indicates the change in CPI and stock prices for the selected companies in 

the Amman stock exchange. The price change (PC) is measured as follows: 

PC=(P2—P1)/P1                                  (4) 

Where P1, and P2 represents the stock price or CPI index in time one and two respectively. 

 

Table 2 : Change in CPI and stock prices for the selected companies in the Amman stock exchange. For the 

period from (1998-2007) 

Years ARBK CABK JOIN JOEP NPSC ZAR JOPH ACDT ELZA DADI CPI 

1998 0.29 -0.1 -0.044 0.124 -0.256 -0.16 0.191 -0.24 0.032 -0.51 0.023 

1999 0.095 -0.088 -0.12 -0.045 -0.366 -0.12 0.038 -0.311 -0.15 -0.365 0.065 

2000 0.305 -0.291 0.014 0.17 -0.15 -0.07 0.117 0.011 -0.21 0.147 0.03 

2001 -0.335 -0.219 0.034 -0.233 -0.2 -0.14 -0.592 -0.176 -0.12 -0.11 0.031 

2002 -0.08 0.066 0.157 0.148 0.125 0.465 0.735 0.121 -0.076 -0.49 0.005 

2003 -0.2 -0.161 0.05 -0.089 0.022 -0.05 -0.56 0.07 -0.233 -0.188 -0.02 

2004 0.295 -0.122 -0.301 0.246 0.086 0.114 0.288 0.08 -0.043 0.712 0.017 

2005 -0.084 -0.272 0.088 -0.062 -0.23 0.96 -0.289 0.235 -0.011 0.456 0.018 

2006 0.653 1.375 0.562 0.547 2.101 0.51 0.687 0.092 0.623 -0.018 0.016 

2007 -0.227 0.822 0.87 0.33 0.75 -0.19 0.266 0.07 -0.284 0.159 0.033 

 

Figure 2 : Change in CPI and stock prices for the selected companies in the Amman stock exchange. For the 

period from (1998-2007) 
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Table 3 explained the results of the regression analysis in determining the correlation between stock price 

movements and CPI movements. 

 

Table 3: Correlations between changes CPI and stock prices for the selected companies in the Amman stock 

exchange. 

Companies Names Correlations 

ARBK 0.1114 

CABK 0.0084 

JOIN -0.0247 

JOEP -0.0243 

NPSC -0.1674 

ZAR -0.2801 

JOPH 0.0986 

ACDT -0.604 

ELZA -0.0822 

DADI -0.0355 

CONCLUSION 

Stocks represent claims to underlying real assets, and as such, should maintain their value in the face of increases in 

the general price level.  

The result of the study varies. Not all companies offers a perfect hedge against inflation. The companies such as 

(JOIN,JOEP,NPSC, ZAR, ACDT, ELZA, and DADI ) are negatively correlated against inflation. Whereas the other 

selected companies such as (ARBK,CABK, and JOPH ) shows a slightly positive correlation between stock price 

changes and inflation. 

Stocks are not a perfect hedge to the degree that corporate cash flows are negatively related to inflation. And 

sometimes the correlation between the inflation and stock price may be negative or positively .  

 

List of Abbreviation:  

ASE Amman Stock Exchange 

CPI Consumer Price Index 

ARBK Arab Bank 

CABK Cairo Amman Bank 

JOIN Jordan Insurance 

JOEP Jordanian  Electric Power 

NPSC National Portfolio Securities 

ZAR AL-Zarqa for Education & Investment 

JOPH Jordan Phosphate Mines 

ACDT Arab Chemical Detergents Industries 

ELZA EL-Zay Ready Wear Manuf 

DADI Dar AL Dawa Development & Investment 
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APPENDIX:  
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